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ABSTRACT. Since its inception in 1974, the Federal Environmental Assessment and Review Process (EARP) has provided a unique forum for
decision-making processes among developer-proponents
and between government departments atfederal, provincial and territorial levels. In the past
decade, a wealth
of panel reports and recommendations has been assembled in a series of publications, many on
of development
which focus proposalson
federal lands inthe Canadian north.
Here, the degree to which EARP recommendations have influenced the federal decision-making process is assessed generally.
It is concluded that
proponent developers,proponent-departmentsor associated federal, provincial or temtorial
most EARP panel reports have exerted a profound on
effect
of a complex matrixof government services.
agencies. In most cases, the review process has worked to enhance the coordination and delivery
One of the major benefits
of the EARPis that it provides an arena
for the numerous government departments
to openly consult,communicate and begin
scrutiny, in a forum open to members
of the general
public, appears to
to negotiatefuture roles, responsibilities and involvement in projects. The offorce
have facilitated the resolutionof jurisdictional responsibilitiesand roles in project developments among regulatory bodies. Importantly, EARP panel
consultations allow government agenciesand interest groups to openly assess proposals without concern over conflicts
of interest.
Criticshave pointed out several significant drawbacks and jurisdictional
overlapsof the EARP process. Given the existing complexity
of the Canadian
regulatory system, these concerns
may beless significant than the advantages provided
by the processfor inter- and intra-governmental coordination
and
public consultations.In many cases, it is considered that the existence of the EARP has forced government departments to factor environmental and/or
socio-economic concerns into their decision-making processes. Although
difficultto quantify, this may beone of the primary influences
of the EARPon
Canadian governmental decision makingin both the public and private sectors.
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RÉSUMÉ. Depuis sa création en 1974,le Processus fédéral d’évaluation
et d’examen en matière d’environnement (PEEME) a offert
un forum unique
entre les promoteurs et les départements gouvernementaux aux niveaux
fédéral, provincial et temtorial.Au cours de la dernière
décennie,une abondance
de rapports et de recommandations de la Commission ont été rassemblés
dans une suite de publications, plusieurs traitant en particulier des propositions
de développement des terres fédérales dansle nord canadien.
Le présent article évalue de façon générale l’influence qu’ont exercé les recommandations du PEEME dans le processus de prise de décision au
niveau fédkral. L’étude révèle que la plupart des rapports de la Commission du PEEME ont exercé une profonde influence sur les promoteurs, les
départements promoteurs et les agencies
fédérales, provinciales et territoriales. Dans la plupart des
cas, le processus de révision en
a effet amélioré la
coordination et la disponibilité d’un eventail complexe de services gouvernementaux.
L’arène que foumit le processus PEEME aux nombreux départements gouvernementaux afin de se consulter et de communique ouvertement et de
négocier lesrôles, les responsabilités et la participation futures
dans desprojets est enfait son principal avantage. L’examen rigoureux dans
un forum
ouvert au public général semble avoir
facilité la résolution des rôles et desresponsabilités juridictionnellesdans le développement de projets parmi les
corps régulateurs. I1 est aussi important que
les consultations en commission PEEME permettent aux agences gouvernementales
et aux groupes d’intérêt
II. s’inquiéter deconflits d’intérêt.
d’évaluer les propositions ouvertement sans avoir
Les critiques ont signalé plusieurs désavantages
et chevauchementsjuridictionnelsimportants dansle processus PEEME.Vue la complexité actuelle
du système régulateur canadien, ces soucis sontjugés moins importants que les avantages assurés parle processus dans la coordination au sein et 21
l’extérieur du gouvernement ainsi quedans la consultation publique. Dansbon nombre de cas, il est estimé que laprisence du PEEME a obligé les
departements gouvernementaux d’inclure les questions environnementales et socio-économiques21 titre de facteurs dans leurs processus de prise de
décision. Bien qu’il soit difficile l’évaluerde
de
facon quantitative,cet effet estpeut-être l’influencela plus importante de PEEMElaprise
sur de décision
dans le gouvernement canadien pour les secteurs public
et privé.
Mots clés: révisions environnementales, évaluations de l’environnement
Traduit pourle journal par Maurice Guibord.

INTRODUCTION
Canada and yet reportsdirectly to the Minister of the EnvironThe establishment in 1974 ofthe Federal Environmental Assess- ment (Couch et al., 1981).
ment and Review Process (EARP) set in motion a
series of
Legislationhasnotbeenenacted
to establish the EARP.
environmental reviews that have had profound
effects on CanaInstead, the federal government has issued a policy
to set out the
dian government departments with mandates in north.
the Here
purpose, objectivesandprocedures to be followed. In1977
anassessment of thedegree to whichEARP reports have
further changes were made to the policy that made provision
contributed to decision making in Canada ispresented, with a
for the inclusionon EARP panelsof individualsfrom outside the
view to evaluating specifically the impacts of the EARP. The
federal services and that strengthened the
requirementsfor early
paper is based on contract research recently completedfor the
public information. In June 1984 the government further
federal government (Wallace, 1985).
amended the Government Organization Act of 1979guidewith
The Federal EARP is mandatoryfor all federal departments
lines “respecting the implementation of the federal policy on
and voluntary for certain crown corporations and regulatory
environmentalassessment and review . . .” (Guidelines Order
agencies. It applies to federal programs and activities and to
PC 1984-2123: Canada Gazette Part II, 11 July 1984).
proposals wherefederal lands, properties or funds are to be used
In sum, FEARO is responsible for coordination among fed(Wolf, 1982). The administering agency of the EARP is the
eral departments and agencies in matters relating to environFederal Environmental Assessment Review Office (FEARO),
mental impactassessment, while providingadvice on the methwhich maintains an arm’s-length
relationship with Environment ods for screening of proposalsand the use of the EARP.
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Significant projects are referred
to the ministerfor formal public
reviews by appointed panels. An important feature of the EARP
approach is that
it relies heavily on technical
expertise available
within federal government
agencies, such as Environment Canada or Fisheries and Oceans Canada. Further, it is non-judicial
(yet allows for full public participation) and is based upon the
principle of self-assessment (government agencies must first
carry out their own initial environmental
evaluations of the
proposed activity).
As the processis not regulatory in nature (based statutes),
on
procedures arenot rigidly prescribed. Thus, considerable scope
in procedure is allowed (Robinson, 1982). Independent panels
carryoutreviews of majorprojects in apublicforumand
scrutinize environmental impact assessments subject to intervention from public interests. The final report of the panel is
made, as advice, directly to the Minister
of the Environment and
to the minister of the initiating department. Although several
research studies have examined structure
the
and function of the
EARP itself, few have examined output
the of the process-the
panel reports and recommendations contained therein. Asof
final and interim)
December 1984,26 formal reports (including
had been issued by EARP panelson over 18 different projects.
From 1977 to December 1984,306 days of public meetings had
been held with an audience total of 31 960 and to which 2748
presentations had been made (Dr. H. Sadar, FEARO, Ottawa,
pers . comm.) .
As notedabove, the roleand processes of decision making in
Canada, particularlyasapplied to environmentalandsocioeconomic impact assessment,has increasingly become atopic
forresearch (Beanlands and Duinker, 1983). Many aspects have
been examined, including both the impact of government on
scientific institutions (Wallace, 1981a,b) and the influence of
the scientific community on government policy and decision
making (Wallace, 1984). Surprisingly, while FEARO has been
a primary agent for public consultation on environmental and
socio-economic issues in Canada, few research studies have
been conducted on the impactof the process itself on decision
making.
In this paper the conclusions reachedby EARP panels over
the past decade are reviewed
to assess their long-term influence
on Canadian institutions and project developments, including
many of which occurred in Canadian arcticregions.
AN OVERVIEW OF EARP RECOMMENDATIONS

Before case-studies could be attempted, an overview of all
recommendations from the previous EARP panel reports was
needed. This analysis was carried outso as to provide a better
perspective of the EARP and a ofbase
data for inter-comparisons
of the impacts of panel reports on
federal decision making
bodies. Recommendations from
the fist 24 EARP reports were
extracted and groupedby category. The resultant analysis,
althoughsomewhatsubjectiveand
therefore open to other
interpretations, nonetheless provides aninitial basis for quantification of the results from EARP reports issued to date. A
detailed compilation of the
data is presented inWallace (1985).
This comparative analysis provides a somewhat
less subjective
review of the overall process
as it has functioned to date: in the
past, attention has generally been focussed on each report by
itself. Here, trends resulting fromthe EARP and panel reports
so produced are illustrated and compared on a base
of data
extending over approximately one decade.

The analysis, although exhaustive, is not considered to be
definitive due to the subjective nature of the
interpretations
made in eachcategory. For instance, recommendations are each
enumerated with equal weight. Different panels were motivated
to varying degreesto make far more detailed lists of recommendationsthan others, particularlythe earlier panels. Table 1
summarizes thosedata by category.
TABLE 1. Summary, by category, of EARP recommendations (EARP

reports 1-24)
A. Socio-economic-relatedrecommendations
I. Recommendationsinfavouroffurther
community consultation involvement
(i) Enhancedkontinuedlocalconsultations
(ii) Informatiodliaisonprograms
11. Recommendationsadvocatingenhancedlocal
involvementdhiring
(i) Enhanced local recruitmentmiringor
contracting
(ii) Training
111. Aspects of financial compensation

Total number of
recommendations

15
21

15
7
9
Subtotal:

B. Researchlmonitorine-related recommendations
I. RecommendationstoaddressEIA deficiencies or
to prepare additional statements
(i) Furtherdata submission
(ii) EINSIA be prepared or enhanced
11. Recommendationsfor futureresearch
In. Recommendations forfuture monitoring
IV. Recommendations for future planning

67

6
9
76
40
34

Subtotal:

C. Project-relatedrecommendations
I. Recommendationsthatprojectbestopped,
deferred ,or relocated
11. Recommendationsforproject-specific
change or modifications

165

3
164
Subtotal:

167

D. Process-relatedrecommendations

I.

RecommendationsregardingFEAROorthe
EARP
11.co-ordination
Enhanced
mechanisms
12for
III. Recommendations
intervenor
4funding
for
IV. Recommendations for policyor procedural
change

16

Subtotal:

39

TOTAT.:

438

Several aspectsof panel reports1-24 are apparent from Table
1. First, the recommendations made by panel reports
are highly
orientated toward specificaspects of the project under review.
Modifications inor suggestions relatedto the project accounted
for the greatest numberof recommendations. The next largest
sub-category (future research) accounted for the second most
frequent number of recommendations (76). Within the major
category of “research and monitoring,” panel reports were
also
highly disposed toward recommendations
on future monitoring
(40) and future planning (34). In total, 314 recommendations
were found to occur within the categories of “research and
monitoring” and “project modifications,” which constitute
71.7%of the total (438) recommendations assessed.
In short, many projects evaluated by thepanels have generally required significant modification and
follow-up work. This
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finding alone would tend to speak positively for the work of
changes inboththeproject
size and location. In the Banff
panels to date. At the sametime, while panels havecontributed
HighwayProject and BoundaryBayAirport Re-Activation,
a significant numberof recommendations toward improvingor
coordinating committees resulted from EARP reviews. These
altering projects under consideration, on only three occasions
ongoing committees significantly enhanced subsequent project
have recommendations been made to stop, defer or relocate
activities and governmentcoordination.
projects(Lancaster Sound, EldoradoWarmanandEldorado
In examples where the projects under review did not proceed
Port Granby). This indicates that the EARP panels have tended due to economic (or related) circumstances it is, of course,
to be highly pro-active, that
is, they have maintained orientaan
difficult to assess the impact of FEARO. In many cases, the
tion toward constructive project improvements, as opposed to
EARP provided a forum
for initial considerationsof the project
obstruction ofprojects. This finding is all the more remarkable (particularly for proponents), whichsubsequentlyfocussed
given the controversial nature
of many ofthe projects chosen for
reviews by regulatory bodies. More recently, the EARP has
review by EARP.
served as a vehicle for interdepartmental federal-provincial
and
The orientation of the panels toward the interests of commu- cooperation. Based on thisexperience, one could argue that the
nities or local peoplesis also apparent. Recommendations
EARPpanelreportshavetended
to streamline rather than
centeringonsocio-economic concerns amounted to slightly
complicate the complex Canadian assessment
process.
over 15%of the total numberassessed. Enhanced consultations
The EARP must, therefore, be viewedas a processin change,
(36), enhanced local hiring (22) and aspects of compensation
one that has been modifiedso as to meet changingrequirements
(9) constituted a totalof 67 (15%)recommendations.
of local communities and governments. This degree of adaptThe number of recommendationsinthis area indicateda
ability may prove to be one of the long-term strengths of the
process, although some authors have argued with some
justifirelatively strong orientation of EARP panels to the needs and
cation that it could lead to ad hoc incoherencies or unsatisfacsensitivities of local peoples or communities affected by the
tory, case-specific attempts at compromise.
proposed development. Indeed, the large total number of recMany of the projects reviewed
by EARP haveeither involved
ommendations aimedat “research and monitoring” and “projprecedent-setting developmentsin frontier regions or have been
ect modifications” could, as a general rule, be interpreted as
majorundertakingswith significant environmentaland ecoemanating from the concerns
of peoples directly affected
by the
proposed developments.Obviously, any recommendations that nomic ramificationsfor Canada, or both. That suchprojects are
often controversial should notbe a surprise. Judgements of the
“improve” theprojectwould
directly reducethenegative
relative impact and success of the EARP must therefore be
impacts on affected peoples.
tempered with a considerationof both the level of complexity
Next, panels have addressed themselves to the EARP itself
and the sensitivity of projects that have been the subject of
slightly more than3% of the time (16 recommendations). This
reviews.
indicated that while most panels have not felt it necessary to
Inmany cases, EARPhasprovidedaneutralforum
for
make significant changesto the EARPitself, they have, where
necessary, felt sufficiently independentto voice their concerns
opposing views to be expressed: there are severaloccasions in
which it could be argued that the process itself was
as good as
for change. Although these recommendationsconstitute only a
the product. That isto say, the EARP providedforum
a in which
small percentage of total recommendations, they demonstrate
views could be expressed and from whichformal positions or
an important feature of the process: that is, the panel process
conclusions could be reached. It also forced proponents (and
contains elements of “self-improvement.” As such, the indeopponents) to prepare their positions for public review by an
pendent panels havean avenue through whichto build succesimpartial panel. An evaluation of the impacts of panel recomsive strengths, by learned experiences, into theprocess. This is
mendations may, therefore, provide only apartial reflection of
a feature rare to most governmentinstitutions.
the full impact resultingfrom the process.
Panels also developed recommendationsfor enhanced coordination (2.7%) or policy/proceduralchanges (1.6%). The
small number of these recommendations indicates that panels
have generally been
content to confine themselves to the details
ALTERNATIVES AND CHOICES IN PUBLIC REVIEWS
of project approvals, or modifications,while stayingclear of the
It is difficultto demonstrate conclusively
acausal link between
wider policy aspectsof each project. (This mayalso be more a
EARP panel recommendations and subsequent project activireflection of the termsof reference providedto each panel.)
ties, except in a limited number of occasions. Certainly as a
Given the relative independence
of each panel, it is clear that
general rule proponents and, to an increasing extent, governa strongsense of responsibility has been assumed successive
by
ment agencies have maintained a high profile
in identifying and
panels. They have not tended to stray into political or policy
actinguponconcernsidentifiedby
panels. It is, however,
considerations but have focussedon improving the projects at
virtually impossible to validate experimentally a comparative
hand. They have only rarely considered that
impacts from a
analysis of the influencetheEARPhas
had on major
project proposal would
be significant enoughto call for a haltor
developments.
deferment of the proposal.
In each case, however, the advice for
It would be perhaps more relevant to consider the implied
a halt in the project
has been followed by government.
In some
effects resulting from the process. Any proponent
subject to an
cases this has been
to the long-term advantage
of the proponents.
EARP review is required to produce environmental and socioThe use of panel reports in subsequent regulatory hearings
economic materials for examination in public sessions. This
has been demonstratedon several occasions. In many cases the
EARP resultedin the incorporation of significant modifications requirement may, in effect, represent the most substantive
influenceof the process. Proponents first
must
assemblerequired
to the projects. For instance, in Lancaster Sound (report 7) a
data andthenproduceplans
for public review. Proponents
recommendation againstdrilling has heldto the presentday. In
would be seriously remiss in that type of public forum (espethe Roberts Bank Port expansion, panel report 9 led to major
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cially when panel representatives are local
or regional residents)
if they did not investigate and advance positive initiatives for
mitigation.
As such, the process itselfmay bethe most important feature
of project evaluation, in that proponents must
formally consider
pro-active steps for environmental and social concerns, must
interact with the panel in elaborating those proposals and
must,
in a recorded public forum attended
by local residents, respond
to concernsvoiced bythe public, the panelandtechnical
experts.
Given the developing history
of the EARP, it is not unreasonable to suggestthatproponentsunderstand
the correlation
between careful preparation and successful
applications. Expenditures by proponents in order to be well prepared (and to be
seen to be well prepared) are increasingly
justifiable investments inlight of the EARP.Therefore, rather than focus on the
direct effects resulting from panelrecommendations, it may be
far more importantto consider the moresubtle, indirect consequences resultingfrom application of the process itself.
Unfortunately, it would be virtually impossible to test any
such hypotheses.Nevertheless, many representativesof prbponent companies interviewed for this study expressed the view
thatthechallenge of theEARPassisted them, within their
organizations, in obtaining thenecessary funding andstaff
support to thoroughly examine such issues.Further, due to the
public natureof the process, the senior managements of proponent organizations have tended
to cast a careful eye on both the
preparations for and participation inthe process by their
managers.
Here, a second aspect of the importance of relatively easy
public accessto the process is highlighted: not only
does it tend
to ensure honest and forthright examination bythe proponent,
but public reviews have a concomitantinfluence on the panel
and the public.Further, the degree of interest in the proceedings
(positiveor negative) at local,
a
regional and national level tends
to be a goodindicator to policymakers of the importance
attached by Canadians to the consequences of the project
being
examined.
All thesefactors bring intofocus an important strength of the
EARP (virtually a unique
feature among Canadian government
agencies): its built-in capabilityfor self-regulation.Operatingin
the public eye, without the serious technical encumbrances of
legal or jurisdictional procedures, EARP is left to its own
devices to assureboth relevance and fairness. This applies
equally to both its proceedings and conclusions. It is perhaps
ironic that much criticism from various sources has, on occasion, been directed toward the process or panels: the process
tends to invite, indeed encourage, such critiques. The consequences of this invited self-criticism may be
viewed, however,
as a positive influence. The EARP must constantly (with each
report) justify itself not only tominister
the but to the proponent,
public and critics. Indeed, it is perhaps unfortunate thatso few
government agencies are not likewise subjected to equivalent
periodic reviews.
While many aspects of environmental and socio-economic
assessmmt need to be enhanced today in EARP reviews, the
significant point is that the process has demonstrated over the
past decade its ability to changeor adapt in response to scientific, technical, political and public needs. The latter should
never be underestimated in its
influence on political or governmental bodies. Indeed the environmental impact assessment
process could be said to have grown out of concerns from a
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popular consensus about environmental problems increasingly
identified in the 1960s.
The EARP, althoughadvisory in nature, does allow for
significantpublicinput. Nevertheless, criticisms havebeen
raised regarding the Canadian processof public participation.
These include:
Participative solutions in Canada often
give the distinct impression of tokenism. [Lang and Armour, 1981:73.]
As a result of prolonged contact with industrythroughthe
regulatoryprocess, government agencies tend toadopt the
values and biases of the industry they seek to regulate. [Lucas,
1971:172.]
Participatory structures tend to favor those who are articulate,
well-educated, financially secure and politically aware.[Reed,
1984:4.]
Any public review process will always find it necessary to
“look over its shoulder.” The necessary elements of fairness
dictate a strong sense of responsibility to proponents, government andthe public alike. While thisleads to difficult balancing
of local, regional and national interests, the point is that the
review is carried out in public. Processes that could not adapt
to
incorporatechangingneeds
for accessibility and flexibility
would rapidly find themselves without an interested constituency either within or outside government.
Attempts, on the other hand, to define EARP in rigid statutory requirements may notprovide an adequatesolution. Rigid
legislative requirements force both proponents and the public
into precisely defined
procedures, similarto the National Energy
Board, which may notbe responsive to public expectations for
various projectreviews. In this regard, it would be most useful
to encourage a carefulcomparative analysis of the experiences
under the United
States’ National EnvironmentalProtection Act
(NEPA) and the Canadian
EARP.Several authors have strongly
advocated a sound legislative requirement for Canadian environmental assessment. Gamble(1981: 14) noted:
We also needto abolish the currentad hoc EARP and build in its
place, from a new and solid legislativefooting, a federal
planning and review process
that is rigorous,sensible, and just.
Powledge (1985:86) expressed similar sentiments in
his recent
overview of environmental protection in Canada:
The Canadian Environmental Assessmentand Review Process,
established by cabinet action in December 1973, istotally
devoid of legal force. Rather,it is a declaration of policy by the
government,and as such it avoidslitigation by dissatisfied
proponents or opponentsof a project under review.
The conclusion reached by Powledge (1985236) is that such
an unstructured systemhas allowed many“gaps” to develop in
the Canadian environmental screening process:
Most environmentaldecisionsdon’tevengetto
the formal
review stage. Under Canada’s federal assessment process, the
developer is responsible, inthe words of a government report,
for “screeninghis own activity for potentially significant adverse
environmental impacts earlyin his planning.” . . . And in the
review process, as in other dealings by federal and provincial
governmentswithenvironmentalissues,activistsandother
members ofthe public are severely restricted in informationtheir
gathexing ability. Many (some wouldsayall)importantand
far-reaching decisionsare made in private by public servants.
Hurtubise and Connelly(1979:20) voice a contrasting view,
however, that stresses the value of a flexible, non-legislative
process. They offer several examples from past project reviews
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of how the EARP accommodated
specific needs for those panel allow for considerationof socio-economic issuesfor the Arctic
reviews:
Pilot Project and for the BeaufortSea Panel (Reed, 1984).
The demonstrated flexibility of EARP and its access to the
Since the Environmental Assessment and Review Process is
interested public placeit in a unique position within the Canabased on Cabinet Directives rather than an Act
of Parliament, it
dian decision-makingprocess. This positionhas, by definition,
is flexible andcan be readily adjusted to accommodate changing
needs.
a profound influence on associated regulatory bodies. This is
In the two northern projects (Shakwak Highway and Lancasnot to deny the existingjurisdictional overlaps betweenfederal
ter Sound), for example, the Panels held informal community
agencies, particularly in theCanadian Arctic. The National
meetings in which the public defined the ofissues
importance, as
Energy Board, Indian Affairs and Northern Development and
well as more formal, structured meetings where discussion
of a
FEARO have all dealt with problems related to northern hydroan estabmore technical nature occurred in accordance with
carbon development, for instance, and eachhas been delegated
lished agenda. . . .
authority to investigateenvironmentalandsocio-economic
The point is that these opposingforces (an ad hoc approach
issues in the past(Reed, 1984). This confusing, expensive and,
vs. a legislative mandate for EARP) will probably never be
at times, time-consumingjurisdictionaltangle awaitsresolution.
settled to the satisfaction ofeveryone. Proponents, and perhaps
Another influence of EARP on Canadian decision-making
communities, may favour a process that allows for flexibility.
agencies is that environmental and socio-economic consideraPublic interest or groups opposing the proponents will probably tions have been “institutionalized” to a degree that the propoalwaysfavour a processthathasclearly
defined rules and
nent and public have come
to expect a full assessment ofeach.
procedures. Each approach has advantages and disadvantages
Future regulatory reviews will have
to consider carefully the full
and neither would perfectly suit every project under review.
implications of changes to this process. Indeed, a possible
Whatever the process, it is perhaps more important
to remember
outgrowth of this evolutionary process is that mediative
or direct
that the intent should always tobeachieve a public consultation
consultative approachesbetweenproponents and parties-atprocess seen to be fair, thorough, flexible and accessible.
interest may be increasingly attempted. Faced with a lengthy
Indeed, given attainment of thosefour criteria, it is difficult to
and more“confrontationist” EARP review, proponents may be
imagine howin any parliamentary democracydecision makers
“encouraged” to seek a mediated settlement between affected
could ignore fundamental recommendations
from an independ- personsandgovernmentagencies.While
it is interesting to
ent panel operating in the public
eye.
observe these new trends, it is doubtful they would have arisen
without a strong impetus froma thorough review process.
Another subtle, yet important, role for FEARO is to assist
government
in the resolutionof jurisdictional roles andresponCONCLUSION
sibilities in environmental protectionand management. Not an
EARP has, since its inception in the early 1970s, probably
insignificant corollary to this is the part the EARP plays
in
become the most important means
by which the government of clarifying those roles to the public at large.
Canada has evaluated large-scale resource development propos-Application of the EARP can serve
to clarify theinstitutional
alsregardingenvironmentaland social impact (Reed, 1984;
roles necessary in projects under
review. Moreover, the process
Sewell and Foster, 1981). Concerns, nonetheless, have been
can act to facilitate the legitimate roles of those departments
expressed regarding access by the public to the EARP (Reed,
with clearjurisdictionalresponsibilities. This was the case in the
1984). The type of information to bemadepublicand
the
Lancaster Sound review, in which necessary
steps for regional
definition of “significant” projects have also been controverplanning were spelled out for DIAND. In the Banff Highway
sial among public interest groups(Gibson, 1983; Rees, 1980).
review, Environment Canada, through ParksCanada, was able
These concerns are summed upby Reed (1984:38):
to more clearly dischargeits responsibilities for environmental
management vis-&vis the more development-orientedDepartWithout any legislative provision giving members
of the public
ment of Public Works (highwayconstruction).
the right to participate and to obtain access to information, the
Environmental Assessment and Review Process cannot ensure
In short, existing institutional arrangementsfor environmenthe public of an effective means of participation.
tal management and protection have often been significantly
clarified through the EARP both for
public and for government
Edmond (1978) and Rees (1980) suggested mechanisms to
institutions. The process has allowed government to focus on
facilitate public involvement, suggestions at least partly
project concerns that relate to the specific mandates of each
addressed by FEARO in the consultative process to identify
agency in open consultation with the publicat large. Hence, a
relevantissues and guidelines for an environmental impact
broad spectrum of opinion is obtained by
panels, which, in
assessment for the Beaufort Sea hydrocarbon proposal. Reed
effect, provides a base for the developmentof consensus regard(1984:45) further commented on the measures so adopted:
ing subsequent recommendations.
This measure was perhaps the fiist time that the public was
are postulated,
Several general conclusions about the EARP
invited to participate in the assessment of a proposal before a
specific application was made, and allowed for first order policy basedonresearchfromcasestudiesanddirectinterviews
(Wallace, 1985):
issues to be discussed among the federal and territorial governments, industry representatives, native organizations and public
0 Use of EARPgenerallyallowsgovernmentagenciesand
interest groups. This effort is a positive step in improving the
publicintereststofocus
on theirobjectives in a neutral,
quality of public participation.
accessible public forum. Conflicts of interest within departments, therefore, tend to be diminished.
These comments tendto reaffirm the earlier views expressed
0 The neutralforumprovided
by EARP has often allowed
regarding the inherent flexibility
of EARP, especiallyin relation
governmentagencies to clarify, in a public setting, their
to regulatoryprocesses. Indeed, other examplesof change
respective roles and responsibilities for each project. The
within EARP includethe broadening of the EARPmandate to
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public and interestgroupsare
able to participate inthis
of
process and so arebetterabletounderstandtherole
government(s). Publicconsultationsallowindividualsand
communities to expresstheir expectations of aspects of
major developments.
0 EARP panel reports have assisted regulatory agenciesin the
identification of important issues. Similarly, public interest
groupshavebeenbetterable
to focuson their interests
following panelreviews.
0 Well-defined projects allow panels
to better develop specific
recommendations.Thesetypes
of project-specific recommendations appear to have a greater probabilityfor successful implementation.
0 Panel recommendations that have led to the implementation
of post-assessment review committees appear to have
stronglycontributed to thesuccessfulimplementation
of
concerns identified by EARP. Furthermore, the creation of
such committees appears to facilitate continued cooperation
among and communication with many government departments and publicinterests.
0 Projects that have taken a
“phased” approach to development appear to be more successful in the implementation of
panel recommendations.
0 In many cases, the fact that an EARP review was initiated
tended to ensure that a careful examination of
environmental
and socio-economicconcernsdid
occur. The useof the
process could therefore be considered to have elevated both
the quality and quantity of information useful
to the decisionmaking process.
0 In cases where EARP panels have advised
deferral or relocation of projects, profoundconsequenceshaveresultedin
government and proponent activities related to the developments. In some cases, government policyreviews have been
initiated that havein turn significantly influenced subsequent
development activities.
0 The EARP has allowed decision makers take
to advantage of
amore
fully developed consensus through the publicconsultative process.
0 Cooperation among federal and provincial government
departments generally appears
to be facilitatedby the process.
There are several areas on which attention could usefully be
focussed infuture considerations of Canadian public participatory processes, including the operation
of FEARO. These apply
to reviewsof development proposalsin both Arctic and southern
Canadian regions:
0 Mechanisms requiring appropriate government agencies
to
respond to EARP panel reports within specified times could
enhance the effectivenessof the process. Subsequentreviews
of the degree to which panel recommendations have been
implemented could enhance both government public
and perceptions oftheeffectivenessofEARP.Anassessmentof
various alternatives
to implement such reviews could
be useful.
is required to assessthe degree of implementaFurther research
tion of various types
of panel recommendations andto assess
the reasons for successor failureof approachestaken by various
panels.
0 Cases where departmental self-assessments have not
led to
full EARP panel reviews could be examined
to assess the
degree of environmentalprotectionachieved(ornot
achieved). This could help to better define cases where the
formal componentof the EARP should beinvoked.
The effect of socio-economicrecommendationsmadeby

panels is moredifficult to assess. Research could usefullybe
focussed on methodologies
to measure thedegree of success of
this type of recommendation.
0 In many respects, the EARP and subsequent NEB hearings
represent a continuum of project reviews. Each process has
differentstrengths and interestsinproject
developments,
which are largely complementary. Studies could be done on
methods to make moreefficient the liaisonof each agencyfor
major project reviews.Similarly, a review of mechanisms to
enhance territorial or provincial participation in the EARP
should be done.
0 Future studies could usefully
examine mechanisms to providebothproponents and governmentagencies access to
panel members during the development phases of projects.
This accesscouldalsohelptoclarify
the intent of panel
recommendations. Further, elaboration andencouragement
of mediative measures that facilitate direct contact between
proponents and parties at interest in advance (or in lieu) of
EARPdeliberationscould
greatly facilitate theCanadian
consultative process. In this respectthe EARP could act as a
catalyst in order to encourage serious participation in such
deliberations by all affected parties, including government
agencies.
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